Hydro-Tek power packs are compact cost effective solutions that provide a hydraulic source of power using AC and DC electric motors. The power packs are complete system solutions that include the hydraulic pump, valves, reservoir, electric motor and controls.

- Center Blocks available with a wide variety of circuit types
- Center Blocks accept bolt on valves for added flexibility
- All cartridge valve construction with SAE straight thread ports
- Adjustable relief valves
- 13 pump sizes from .067 to .59 CID (1.1 to 9.8 CC) per/rev
- Motor power rating up to 5.25 HP (4KW)
- DC motors in 12 and 24 VDC
- AC motors available in Single and Three Phase
- Horizontal and Vertical Mounting
- Round, Square, Poly and Steel Reservoirs
- Reservoir sizes: 1/4 to 13 Gallon (1 to 50 Liters)
- Manual, Solenoid and Remote Pendant controls available
- Many custom configuration options available
Common Pre-Built Power Packs are in stock for immediate delivery.

Custom power packs can be built if needed for unique system requirements.

Modular construction based on a flexible Center Block design helps create a unit that fits your application perfectly!

Select a motor, pump, tank, valve and control type that meet your needs.

Hydro-Tek units accept both screw in and/or bolt on valves for a variety of in stock combinations.

Custom bolt on valve assemblies can be designed by our engineers to provide your complete all in one compact system solution.

Contact your FORCE America sales associate or call the nearest Service Center for more information or to purchase.